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ADDIS ABABA: Photo shows large villas in a new housing development on the outskirts of Addis Ababa, in the Summit neighborhood. — AFP 

ADDIS ABABA: White fences and manicured
lawns surround the villas of an elegant hous-
ing estate in Ethiopia, a potent symbol of the
emerging elite in a country better known for
drought and famine. Just 10 years ago, the
affluent suburb of Yerrer View was little more
than fields. Today, imposing villas with pillars
stand behind neatly-trimmed oleander
hedges. A comfortable commuting distance of
20 kilometers from the capital Addis Ababa,
the 600-hectare estate has tapped into a
growing taste for high-end luxury among
wealthy Ethiopians, who are looking for a
home which reflects their success in business.

Over the past decade, this Horn of Africa
nation has seen an annual growth rate of near-
ly 10 percent, World Bank figures show, due to
a boom in construction, manufacturing, trade
and agriculture. For those in Africa’s second
most populous country who are enjoying that
growth, the estate symbolizes much more
than a home. “We are selling a lifestyle more
than just housing,” says Haile Mesele, a civil
engineer who heads Country Club Developers,
the property firm behind the development.

“We don’t do any advertising. We prefer that
the residents themselves spread the news, and
in a way, chose their own neighbours,” he said.

According to a recent study by New World
Wealth (NWW), a South Africa-based market
research consultancy, there are now 2,700 mil-
lionaires in Ethiopia, reflecting an increase of
108 percent between 2007 and 2013 - the
fastest growth rate in Africa. “ There is a
demand for luxury real estate,” said Wunmi
Osholake, who runs the Ethiopian branch of
online real estate platform Lamudi, which
focuses on emerging markets, with customers
eyeing property costing over $330,000. The
price, she adds, has no upper limit. 

A new Manhattan?    
And the luxury boom is not just in the sub-

urbs. In the centre of Addis Ababa, the
bustling Kazanchis business district is also
undergoing major renovations. Eighteen
months ago, May Real Estate Development
began a new residential development called
the Addis Gojo project, which incorporates
113 apartments in three 10-storey towers

located near several embassies. “For those
working for the UN or diplomats, it is very cen-
tral. The district is a new sort of Manhattan,”
says project manager Bitania Ephfrem. “The
lifts work, which is not the case elsewhere,”
says Bitania, adding they are planning rooftop
swimming pools, a gym and a restaurant “so
that residents don’t need to leave the premis-
es.” A standard apartment between 140-170
square metres (1,500-1,800 square feet) rents
for about $1800 per month (1700 euros).

Villas for locals
Such luxury housing has been designed to

meet the needs of Ethiopia’s emerging new
middle class. At the estate in Yerrer View, hun-
dreds of the homes from stand-alone villas to
modern apartments are already occupied with
plans for a total of 5,400 houses for some
20,000 people. When completed, the estate
will also include a golf course, a five-star spa
hotel, a shopping centre, school and clinic and
an organic farm covering about 200 hectares.
“When we began, economic growth wasn’t
very strong,” recalls Haile. “Half of our clients

came from the diaspora. But since then, the
economy has become a lot stronger and near-
ly 85 percent of our residents are local.” 

The customers have high expectations.
Pushing open the door, Mesele shows off a
500 square meter (5380 square foot) property
built on a plot measuring 1,000 square meters.
A large open plan kitchen and a curved imita-
tion-marble staircase leads up to the first floor
where there are three bedrooms, all en-suite.
The master bedroom has a fireplace and a
dressing room, while the bathroom has “an
open space in case the owners want to install
a sauna,” he explains. 

All that remains is to install surveillance
cameras able to read a license plate before
opening the gate, smoke detectors and a
security system. 

And the price tag? $400,000 (377,000
euros) - a fortune in a country where the gross
domestic product per capita is $565.  “No mat-
ter what we build, it will always be too little to
meet demand,” he says. But others have spot-
ted the growing demand, with several other
sites popping up nearby.

Labor challenge
Since the overthrow of a Marxist junta in

1991, Ethiopia’s political and economic situa-
tion has stabilized, although rights groups
have criticized the government for suppress-
ing opposition. The economy is still heavily
dependent on agriculture, especially coffee,
with the vast majority of the country’s workers
involved in that sector. Meeting the demand
for new housing has called for bringing in for-
eign workers as Ethiopia lacks a skilled work
force. Haile said his firm recruited around a
thousand specialist workers from China. 

Yoseph Mebratu, the major shareholder in
May Real Estate Development, also complains
that he had to import 70 percent of raw mate-
rials. “Windows, doors, wood paneling... every-
thing comes from China,” he told AFP, adding
that taxes are “very heavy.” Inflation, which hit
a record 64.2 percent in July 2008 but has
since stabilized at around 13 percent, has also
caused delays. “We had to slow down our busi-
ness and missed deadlines... but since last
year, we have become profitable again,”
Mesele added. — AFP 

Taste for luxury: Ethiopia elite spur housing boom

Ethiopia has seen an annual growth rate of nearly 10%

BRUGG: The new head of Hermes Watches is
hoping a more feminine touch, added with the
fashion group’s own in-house know-how, will
help it navigate through the turbulence rock-
ing the sector. Laurent Dordet, who took the
helm of the watch division at the famous Paris
fashion house last March, told AFP in an inter-
view he wants to focus even more heavily on
women’s timepieces, which already account
for 80 percent of the brand’s sales. “We plan to
really develop feminine creation,” the 47-year-
old said, adding that the brand aimed to
explore a range of aspects of women’s watch-
es, including the use of jewels on the time-
pieces.

World-famous for its silk scarves and iconic
handbags, Hermes is eager to expand its share
of the luxury watch market. So Dordet, who
took over after his predecessor Luc Perramond
moved over to Ralph Lauren after six years at
the helm, is planning to shake things up a bit
and reorganize. “But not through acquisitions,”
he stressed, pointing out that the tough times
for Swiss watchmakers were not ideal for
major new investments.

After years of euphoria with booming sales
in Asia, Swiss watchmakers have recently been
hard-hit by collapsing watch exports to their
top markets China and Hong Kong, as a
strengthening Swiss franc has led to exploding
production costs. So instead of looking out for
new acquisitions, Hermes Watches is taking a
good, hard look within. “We have development
ideas for certain exceptional skill sets, using
our own Swiss and French workshops,” Dordet
explained. 

He pointed to a series of colorful models
presented at the Baselworld watch show last
year called Arceau Millefiori-or one thousand
flowers-created in cooperation with Hermes
affiliate Cristalleries de Saint-Louis, France’s

oldest glass and crystal manufacturer. The
watches are equipped with unconventional
crystal dials and covers inspired by 19th centu-
ry paperweights, giving the illusion of a real
bed of flowers. Speaking in Brugg, on the out-
skirts of the northwestern Swiss town of Biel  a
tradition-imbued watch metropolis-Dordet
said the organisational changes needed
included better integrating past acquisitions.

High-end purchases
Over the past decade, Hermes has made

several purchases aimed at boosting its watch-
making credibility. In 2006, it snapped up 25
percent of Vaucher Manucture Fleurier, a pres-
tigious Swiss watch movement maker, before
buying Nateber, which designs and manufac-
tures watch dials, in 2012, and a year later
pocketing Joseph Erard, which specializes in
luxury watch cases. “Our first step will be to
consolidate these skill-sets and digest them.”
Observers say Dordet’s profile gives an indica-
tion of the direction Hermes would like to see
its watch brand take. While his predecessor
Perramond had climbed through the watch-
making ranks, spending part of his career at
LVMH-owned Swiss luxury watch brand Tag
Heuer, the new Hermes Watches chief has a
largely in-house background with little time-
piece experience.

Having joined Hermes in 1995, he has spent
most of his career working with textiles and
precious leathers. “Going for an in-house can-
didate might mean they are looking at this
more from the fashion end,” Kepler Cheuvreux
analyst Jon Cox said. 

The question is whether the female fashion
focus will be enough to boost sales in an over-
all morose market. In October, Swiss watch
exports plunged 12.3 percent, according to
data from the Federation of the Swiss Watch

STAVANGER: Sparkling wine instead of cham-
pagne, companies cancelling their Christmas cele-
brations, unemployment soaring and real estate
prices flagging: with crude prices plunging from
record highs, Norway’s oil capital Stavanger is
hungover after the party. “There you go, another
rejection.” Roger Schurmeyer holds up the
umpteenth job rejection letter he has received on
his smartphone.

At 36, this former audiovisual solutions man-
ager for Statoil has been out of work for almost a
year, a victim of the state-owned company’s sav-
ings program. “I’ve been working since I was 16
and I’ve never been unemployed until now. It
feels quite strange,” he says, sitting in his apart-
ment on the leafy outskirts of Stavanger. “I’ve
heard there are about 300 or 400 people applying
for the same job. So it’s a tough market,” he sighs.
The oil-rich southwestern region of Norway posts
an unemployment rate of 4.1 percent, which
looks enviable enough.

But it represents an 81 percent increase from a
year ago, and, in a brutal change of fate, is now
the highest in the country. Even headhunting
firms are letting people go. All because the price
of a barrel of oil has plummeted from more than
$100 in early 2014 to around $45 dollars today,
inciting oil companies to slash investments and
jobs. Stavanger, once a cozy fishermen’s village,
has become an opulent town of 130,000 residents
after the 1969 discovery of Ekofisk, a giant off-
shore field still in operation that ushered Norway
into an era of unprecedented prosperity. 

A sign that the region has fallen on harder
times, three oil services vessels now languish in
the docks on the edge of town. And
Scandinavian airline SAS has just halted its direct
flights to Houston, Texas-the United States’ oil
hub. “I check the oil price almost every day,”
admits Christine Sagen Vestbo, the Conservative
mayor of Stavanger since 2011. When she began

her first term, the town’s biggest problem was
attracting enough engineers to fill all the job
openings. It was the place in Norway where
Porsche had its highest market share.

Bleak outlook 
Now, the challenge is to hang on to and create

jobs, as Norway tries to build a new future less
dependent on black gold. “I think it’s going to get
worse in 2016,” says Vestbo. “We have to develop
more jobs in technology in general, in healthcare,
in renewable (energy). We have the technology
from the oil and gas industry, we can use that in
offshore wind, in solar, and also of course in
onshore wind,” she says. At the Cafe de France, a

high-end restaurant where a three-course menu
served on Versace plates costs 70 euros ($75), the
decline of the offshore sector’s glory days is palpa-
ble: reservations for companies’ annual Christmas
dinners are down, and fewer businessmen are
passing through town.

“There will always be business happening but
companies have very strict guidelines now for
when they can take customers out, and we see
more people flying in and out instead of staying
the night and dining,” the restaurant’s owner Emil
Heimdal explains. “Now we might cut the cham-
pagne, use Cremant de Bourgogne or another
sparkling wine instead,” he adds. “We were proba-
bly living too high on the hog before.”  —AFP
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STAVANGER: A sign points to the petroleum museum on the waterfront in the centre of
Stavanger. — AFP 


